A - Down and down and across the middle.
    Makes an A that’s not too little.
a - around and down.
B – Straight line down and then bump, bump. Make a B but do not jump.
b – bounce down and bubble
C - Caterpillar curve will make a C.
Be careful not to close for me.
c - curve around like a caterpillar.
D – First go down, then a hill you’ll see. Close at the bottom and make a D.

d – Doughnut, draw up, draw down.
E – Straight line down, then one, two, three. That’s the way to make an E.
e – exercise
F - First go down, and then line, line; makes an F that looks just fine.
f - fishhook with a flag.
G – Go around and then go in, make a G with a happy grin.
g – Go around, go fish.
H – Down and down, then hop across.
    Make and H because you’re boss.
h – hop down and hill.
I - Go right down, then cross top and bottom, I's are fun to make if you've got 'em
i - Inchworm with an eye
J - Just go down and curve up to play, that’s the way to make a J
j - Jog down and jump.
K - Down and down about halfway.
   Down again and K can play.
k - Kick down, kick down, kick out.
L - Down and over and I can tell,
you know how to make an L.
I - long leg
M - First go down, then down, up, down. An M is almost like a frown.
m - March down, mountain, mountain.
N – Down from the top, then down again. Then go up and it’s an N.
n – Necktie with a noodle.
O - If you want to make an O, start at the top and around you go!

o - Over and over.
P – First go down, then around to the middle. Make a P but not too little.
p – Pull down and puff.
Q - Around from the top, then add a tail.
    Q is the letter at the start of quail.
q - Quick around and quack down.
R – Straight line down, then around and down. Make an R but do not frown.

r – Run down and roof.
S - Start at the top, curve around, curve back. Make an S, then have a snack.
s - Snake around.
T – Straight line down, then across the top.
That’s a T so you can stop.
t – tiptoe down and tie.
U – Down from the top, then way back up.
    That’s a U like in the word cup.
u – Upside down umbrella.
V – Down to a point, then up to the sky.
    Makes a V like a piece of pie.
 v – Vroom, vest.
W - Down, up down, then up again.
That makes a W, my friend.
w - Walk down, walk up, walk down, walk up.
X - Down at an angle, then down the other way. Makes an X to mark the way.

x - x-ray
Y – Down to the middle, then the other way.
Down again, it’s a Y you’ll say!
y – Yo-yo
Z – Across the top, then zig and zag.  
   You made a Z so you can brag.
z – Zigzag